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Issues Raised in the Video

» “There is a risk of a backlash from excessive 

interest rates…”

» “Two directions: Transformation vs. Profit-

Maximizing”

» “We need to be honest and transparent…”

» “The need for consumer education and 

protection…”



The good press in October 2006….



And the bad press a year later….



Pricing, Prevarication, Profits, and the Poor

» Pricing:  Actually, it’s all about the price

» Prevarication: But few really know what the price is

– Prevaricate (v): to speak falsely or misleadingly; deliberately misstate 

or create an incorrect impression; lie

» Profits: How much is too much?

» Who will Protect the Poor?  The need for transparency, ethics, 

and consumer protection efforts
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“Transformation” (for-profit institutional transformation!) enters the picture
1992: BancoSol, first commercial bank (ACCION)
1999: USAID Position Paper says no future for NGOs
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Frequent reference to:
“Microfinance Enters the Marketplace”
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microfinance and moneylending
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Factors Influencing Prices

» Interest rates:  

– Declining balance

– Flat interest

» Fees:  

– Up-front

– Weekly/monthly

– Percentages and Flat Amounts

» Compulsory savings



Effective Interest Rates

» Often called the APR (Annual Percentage 

Rate)

» Shows the equivalent declining balance 

interest rate (no fees) that would give the 

equivalent cost for the client 



Effective Interest Rates  - An Example

» What client hears:  

• 4% per month interest

• 4% up-front fee

• 20% going into a savings account, returned at the end 

of the loan

» What the APR is:  

• 120% not counting the savings

• 183% including the savings



We aren’t the first to do this.

“The Truth in Lending Act (TILA) of 1968 is a United States 

federal law designed to protect consumers in credit 

transactions by requiring clear disclosure of key terms of the 

lending arrangement and all costs.”
Wikipedia



Pricing Analysis Tool

» Provides graphical representation of how 

pricing affects client

– Shows declining and flat interest rates

– Shows up-front fees

– Shows compulsory savings requirements

– Calculates the “net loan” the client has for 

investment in her business



Pricing Analysis Tool



Pricing Analysis Tool – add small fee



Pricing Analysis Tool – larger fee



Pricing Analysis Tool – flat interest



Pricing Analysis Tool – flat plus fee



Pricing Analysis Tool – comp savings



Pricing Analysis Tool – higher savings



Pricing Analysis Tool – 35% savings



Pricing Analysis Tool – interest on sav



Pricing Analysis Tool – flat, save, fee



Additional costs to the client

» Total cost of the loan includes:

– Interest payments

– Fees

– Funds tied up in compulsory savings

– Transaction costs

– Risk of co-signing other clients



Prevarication: What can we conclude?

» Interest rates are much higher than what 

most people believe

» Microfinance has followed in the footsteps of 

consumer finance, hiding the true cost of our 

products

Why, given our sincere motivations to assist the poor, did we 

follow this path?  And why haven’t we changed this?
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What Interest Rate is Appropriate 

for Microfinance?

» There is no simple answer

» Interest rates vary widely in microfinance, due to 

various factors

» Figures we will see here are based on MIX data 

for over 600 MFIs

» We’ll view “real APR” (net of inflation)



Reflect on this:

Why do some networks charge interest rates 

that are substantially higher – or lower – than 

other networks?



What factors drive interest rate 

variations among MFIs?

» Scale of the institution?

» Organizational structure (NGO, for-profit, 

cooperative)?

» More efficient structuring?

» Subsidies received by the MFI?

» Profit policies of the MFI?

» All of these contribute to some degree, but more 

important is the size of the loan product



The realities of income and cost factors

» “It costs as much to loan $500 as $50”

– Not precisely true, but has a strong element of truth

» Variable Income

– APR interest rates are percentages of the loan balance, so 

income varies with loan size

» Fixed Costs

– Operating costs are relatively fixed, so costs don’t reduce 

much as loan sizes shrink









Breakeven Cost Analysis Tool

» Costs of Lending can be broken down into:

– Financial Costs

– Loan Loss Provision

– Operating Costs

» Income must cover these costs to be sustainable

» We’ll look first at “theory” and then we’ll compare 

with real industry data











































Comparison with actual industry data

» Will use MIX data from over 600 MFIs globally

– Data broken down into six geographic regions

» Will look at Real Yield on Portfolio

– Does not incorporate any diversity in product sizes within 

the MFI

» Will compare with data from Opportunity 

» Will look at:

– Interest rates vs. average loan size

– Operating cost ratio vs. average loan size



















Conclusions on Pricing

» There is no “single interest rate” for microfinance 

products

» MFIs have very different products and they need to 

be priced very differently

» Communicating this to the public and educating 

them is difficult

» I believe this is a major reason that we continue with 

non-transparent methods



Can prices be too high?
» Prices have varied greatly in the past 20 years

» Sustainability was our early justification for increasing prices

– “Sustainability” has now become “profitability,” but we have no 

guidelines or discussions about how much profit is too much profit

» Some MFIs are now very profitable

– Have we blurred the lines between money lending and microfinance?

» The Compartamos IPO has been advocated as the “future of 

microfinance.”  Should it be?









Compartamos shareholders before the IPO

Shareholders Invested %

Compartamos  AC $2.3M 39.20%

ACCION $1.0M 18.05%

IFC $0.6M 10.57%

18 Individuals $2.0M 32.18%

Total $6.0M 100.00%



ACCION

(NGO) USAID

Taxpayers

ACCION’s Investment in Compartamos

ACCION Investment Fund

(For-Profit) 

Compartamos 

(Sofol)

$1M

$1M

$1M $300M



Interest rates quoted in Business Week

» Compartamos:  105%

» Banco Azteca:   90%

» Wal-Mart:   86%

» Question: Which of these do you consider MFIs?

– Does the public distinguish them?

– Does the government distinguish them?

– Do our clients distinguish them?

– Even Business Week really didn’t distinguish them



Yunus on Compartamos in Business Week

"Microcredit was created to fight the money lender, not 
to become the money lender.“

"They're absolutely on the wrong track," says Yunus. 

"Their priorities are screwed up." 



Wal-Mart and micro-lending

"We are not saints," Gómez (Banco Wal-Mart CEO) 
told industry analysts in a Nov. 12 Webcast. "We've 
come into this business for volume and profitability 
similar to our other businesses, or else we wouldn't 
invest.”

quoted in Business Week
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At a Critical Point in our Industry

» Microfinance is seen by some as one of the more lucrative investments 

in the marketplace

» How did we reach this point?

– Decades of innovation and testing, resulting in dramatic success

– Strong efforts to raise a solid public image of microfinance as a noble 

means to lift the poor out of poverty

– Strong efforts to attract investor money into the industry

– Weak efforts to promote consumer protection policies and transparency

» We have laid the groundwork for a new contingent of actors to enter 

the industry, but we have neglected to build any serious checks-and-

balances necessary to protect the poor from ourselves



Where is microfinance going?

» Who are the actors involved now?  

– Not just traditional MFIs, but now we have consumer finance, 

banks, and Wal-Mart

» What will public reaction be?

» What will the impact on the poor be?

» What impact will this have on traditional microfinance?



We See Frequent Events Targeting Investors





» How many events do you see for microfinance investment for 

every one event focusing on topics such as:

– Consumer Protection

– Pricing Transparency

– Defining double-bottom-line decision making

– Financial Literacy Training



We need action steps at a variety of levels

» Internal to individual MFIs

» Within national networks

» Within global networks, like Opportunity

» Within the traditional microfinance industry

» External to the traditional microfinance industry:

– Consumer finance

– Banks



Who is Responsible?

“Only some are guilty, but all are responsible”

Rabbi Abraham Heschel

We are not guilty, but we are now responsible to make 

efforts to restrain the negative impacts that our industry can 

and will have on the poor.  We need to hold our industry to 

the standards of building assets and wealth for the poor, and 

not found guilty of practices that strip assets and wealth 

from the poor.



My Proposal for Pricing Transparency

» It’s all about the price

» And few really know the price

» And there really isn’t a single “fair” price

» We need a consistent means to measure and report these prices

» We need to correlate prices to loan sizes

» We need to make this information publicly available

» We need to educate the public on how to access and understand this 

information

» For this approach to be successful:

– It needs to have wide buy-in and support

– It needs to be objective, non-judgmental, and independent



What actions will you take?

» What steps will your MFI take:
– Internal to your institution?

– Within your national market?

» What steps will Opportunity take:
– Internal to the network?

– More broadly throughout the industry?







Questions to Consider:

1) Do you think these are the correct factors to 

consider for Opportunity’s interest rate 

guidelines?

2) What would you need to do to implement 

guidelines such as these?


